
All Earth Spas have been impeccably designed with 
a vision of being more environmentally friendly.  
We believe there are many ways to be more 
energy efficient when enjoying a hot tub.

No corners have been cut and every element of 
the tub has been British designed for ultimate 
comfort, style and hydrotherapy.

THE EARTH SPAS WAY

REFLECTIVE FOAM
INSULATION

TIMBER-LESS 
INTERLOCKING CABINET

Earth Spas cabinets are made from timber-free material. Not only does this 
help to reduce deforestation but promotes eco-friendly transport thanks 
to their lighter weight. Common timber cabinets are usually unable create 
a flush edge between planks, therefore leaving gaps for energy to escape. 
Earth Spas’ interlocking method produces and airtight, sealed environment, 
maximising the use of all energy created.

All of our Earth Spas are well insulated with triple-layered energy efficient 
foam. Inside the cabinet several layers of foam are covered by a layer of 
reflective foil, returning the heat generated from the pumps and heaters. 
This reuses the same energy to heat the cabinet and water repeatedly whilst 
simultaneously reflecting any cold external cold air, offering protection to the 
mechanical parts. This solution significantly reduces running costs and the 
impact on our environment.

ECOSMART73
All of our Earth Spas come EcoSmart73 ready, giving you the option to save 
up to 73% in running costs whilst significantly reducing the impact on our 
environment. The latest air-sourced hear pump uses eco-friendly refrigerant, 
ensuring the lowest amount of power is used smartly. This new solution 
brings total flexibility, with 6 modes available allowing heating as well as 
cooling, and pays for itself in just 4 years!

B R O C H U R E



31 
JETS

3 
SEATS

215 x 170 x 86 cm
Ideal for couples / singles / retirement
Intimate dual lounge spa

KOURI

39 
JETS

4 
SEATS

200 x 200 x 86 cm
Ideal for couples & friends 
Compact dual lounge spa

ULURU II

39 
JETS

5 
SEATS

200 x 200 x 86 cm
Ideal for couples / young families 
Compact single lounge spa 

EREBUS II

ALL MODELS INCLUDE:

2 SURFACE SPEAKERS & SUB-WOOFER

MULTI-COLOURED LED SYSTEM

HIGH-PERFORMANCE JETS

LED LAMINAR WATER FEATURE

SHELL
COLOURS

PEARL
SHADOW

GREY

CABINET
COLOUR

EARTHSMART TOUCH PANEL

DESIGNATED STEP

HEAD PILLOWS

4 CHOICES OF SHELL COLOUR

EcoSmart73 READY

STERLING
SILVER

ODYSSEY ESPRESSO

13 
AMP

20 
AMP

20 
AMP

FEATURES

DESIGNATED STEP EARTHSMART
CONTROL PANEL

DEEP BLUE SOUNDS

LED LAMINAR 
WATER FEATURE

SPECTRA LIGHTS ADVANCED FLOW
HYDROTHERAPY

Explore what Earth Spas has to offer

Low stress, low cost and time to connect with family, friends and nature.



28 
JETS

5 
SEATS

200 x 200 x 86 cm
Ideal for couples / young families 
Compact single lounge spa 

EREBUS

28 
JETS

4 
SEATS

200 x 200 x 86 cm
Ideal for couples & friends 
Compact dual lounge spa

ULURU

55 
JETS

6 
SEATS

215 x 215 x 90 cm
Ideal for families
Spacious luxury single lounge spa

MARIANA

68 
JETS

5 
SEATS

230 x 230 x 90 cm
Ideal for large families / entertaining
Large luxury dual lounge spa

HA LONG BAY

13 
AMP

13 
AMP

32 
AMP

32 
AMP

earthspas.com


